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Abstract
The potential of multimodal generative artificial intelligence (mAI) to replicate human grounded
language understanding, including the pragmatic, context-rich aspects of communication, remains
to be clarified. Humans are known to use salient multimodal features, such as visual cues, to
facilitate the processing of upcoming words. Correspondingly, multimodal computational models
can integrate visual and linguistic data using a visual attention mechanism to assign next-word
probabilities. To test whether these processes align, we tasked both human participants (N =
200) as well as several state-of-the-art computational models with evaluating the predictability
of forthcoming words after viewing short audio-only or audio-visual clips with speech. During
the task, the model’s attention weights were recorded and human attention was indexed via eye
tracking. Results show that predictability estimates from humans aligned more closely with scores
generated from multimodal models vs. their unimodal counterparts. Furthermore, including an
attention mechanism doubled alignment with human judgments when visual and linguistic context
facilitated predictions. In these cases, the model’s attention patches and human eye tracking
significantly overlapped. Our results indicate that improved modeling of naturalistic language
processing in mAI does not merely depend on training diet but can be driven by multimodality
in combination with attention-based architectures. Humans and computational models alike can
leverage the predictive constraints of multimodal information by attending to relevant features in
the input.

Introduction
Recent advances in generative artificial intelligence (AI) have stimulated debate over the extent to
which models reproduce certain human cognitive processes.1;2;3;4;5;6 Direct brain-model compar-
isons suggest that hierarchical predictive processing, driven by contextual linguistic information,
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underlies language processing in both humans and AI.7;8;9 One limitation of many of these studies
is that they focus on unimodal models (text-based) and unimodal (text- or audio-based) experi-
mental stimuli (but see Dong and Toneva 10). Yet in ecological settings, human language input is
often grounded in one or more perceptual modalities.11 Do multimodal models replicate human
grounded language predictions better than their unimodal counterparts? If so, what architectural
features support this alignment?

Theory and empirical evidence suggest that multimodal grounding is the basis for the formation
of internal mental models of external categories, situations, and events.12;13;14 These ‘Situation
models’ facilitate the integration of linguistic information with contextual information (such as
visual context) or internal priors for next-word prediction by placing constraints on the space
of upcoming semantic content, reducing cognitive load and improving comprehension.15;16;17;18
Indeed, there is ample behavioural19;20;21;22;23;24;25;26;27;28 and neurobiological29;30;31;32;33 evidence
that humans process linguistic and nonlinguistic input jointly and immediately and that naturalistic
language processing involves constructing situation models using both language and multimodal
information in real time.

Given that human language processing seems to be informed by non-linguistic inputs and com-
putations, grounding by means of adding non-linguistic modalities to the embedding space in
computational language models may present a way of aligning model predictions more closely with
human processing. It is an open question whether this could eventually bridge the apparent gap be-
tween state-of-the-art, disembodied artificial intelligence and situated, embodied human agents.34
Current efforts toward multimodal models have begun combining images and text (e.g., Alayrac
et al. 35). This presents a good starting point, as there is a history of work analysing the connec-
tion between visual information and grounded, predictive language processing in humans.36;21;37
In contrast to unimodal LLMs, such multimodal computational models are trained on datasets
that include image/sentence pairs and possess the capability to process both images and text.

The capacity to process both visual and linguistic input by itself, however, may provide little
benefit for grounding predictive language processing if no attention is paid to salient visual cues,
effectively narrowing down the space of upcoming semantic content. Indeed, attention to salient
multimodal cues is a key part of constructing online situation models. Evidence for this comes from
studies using some versions of the so-called Visual World Paradigm (VWP), a classic behavioural
paradigm for probing the online integration of linguistic and visual information as indexed by eye
movements.38 In a typical VWP study, participants hear an unfolding sentence and see different
objects/scenes on a screen,17 or even in virtual reality.39 This paradigm has robustly shown that
participants’ eye movements index word prediction. For example, just after hearing ‘the man will
eat...’, participants look at a cake, rather than non-edible distracters before the continuation of
the sentence is uttered.40 Similar studies have consistently found that when visual information is
critical for predicting upcoming sentence content, participants tend to direct their eye movements
towards the relevant visual information even before hearing the associated word.40 This suggests
that attention to individual visual cues is linked to the online construal of situation models during
predictive language processing.41;42;43

Recent advances in natural language processing and computer vision have culminated in the
transformer architecture, which similarly selects relevant information—linguistic tokens or visual
pixels from the surrounding context using an ‘attention’ mechanism.44 This mechanism is not ex-
plicitly modelled on human attention. For example, transformers have multiple attention heads
and can simultaneously attend to many image patches at once, whereas human attention has
a more limited capacity,45;46 though it is unclear how many targets human attention can track
simultaneously.47 Instead, the design considerations for self-attention in transformers are primar-
ily driven by engineering considerations (such as enabling parallel processing) and performance
benchmarks against other models.48;49 In fact, the degree of alignment with human brain data for
vision-only models (both convolutional neural networks and visual transformers) is said to depend
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less on architectural features and more on their training diet (i.e. the quantity and quality of
training data50). On the other hand, visual transformers exhibit more human-like image classi-
fication compared to convolutional neural nets without attention.51 Tuli et al. 52 argue that this
effect ‘could possibly be explained by the nature of attention models that permits focus on the
part of the image that is important for the given task and neglect the otherwise noisy background
to make predictions’. Furthermore, text-based transformer models have shown some similarity in
attention patterns to human gaze during reading tasks.53;54 However, no previous study has ex-
plored the impact of including a transformer vision backbone within a multimodal computational
model. Specifically, there is a gap in understanding how visual attention might impact alignment
with human natural language predictions in situations that include both visual and linguistic input
(such as the VWP).

Here, we pursue three related hypotheses: (1) Multimodal computational models can use con-
textual visual and linguistic information to extract sensible semantic predictions that align more
closely with human processing compared to their unimodal counterparts basing predictions solely
on textual information. (2) The addition of a visual attention backbone to a multimodal compu-
tational model further enhances human-like natural language predictions. (3) During processing,
the model’s attention patterns will correlate with human attention patterns when salient visual
cues for upcoming content are present. To investigate our hypotheses, we compared predictability
scores from a variety of models with human estimates.

Results
Figure (1, Unimodal Methods) describes how we extracted predictions from different unimodal
models and how we collected predictability estimates with audio-based stimuli from human partic-
ipants. Figure (1, Multimodal Methods) shows multimodal versions of the same models (with and
without attention for one of the models) as well as our experiment with audio-visual-based stimuli.
In the online experiment, humans were exposed to 100 six-second audio-visual or audio-only clips
from two films, ‘The Prestige’ and ‘The Usual Suspects’. For each stimulus type, 200 participants
were shown a target word and brief instructions (Figure 1a), followed by the six-second audio or
audio-visual clip (Figure 1b and 1e). Participants were then asked to rate, on a scale from zero (not
at all relevant) to 100 (highly relevant), how pertinent the information in the video or audio-visual
clip was for predicting the upcoming word in the film’s dialogue (Figure 1 Unimodal Methods (c)
and Multimodal Methods (f)). Throughout the 100 trials conducted for each participant, eye gaze
was also recorded via the participant’s webcam.
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Figure 1: Unimodal Methods: (First column) For the first probability measure, both the incoming dialogue
(input) and all labels in the movie (a) are encoded by CLIP’s text encoder in the ‘text only’ version of
the model (b). Predictability is derived as the softmaxed similarity scores (over all labels) between the
upcoming label and the resulting encodings (c). (Second column) For the second probability measure, the
textual input (a) is fed directly to LLaMA (b). Predictability is derived by pulling out the next-word
logits from the model’s forward method for all labels in the movie and applying a softmax over them to
obtain a probability distribution (c). (Third column) For the prompt-based measure, the textual input is
combined with a prompt asking to estimate the predictability of the upcoming word, which is processed
by the model (b) and results in a direct prompt-based output measure (c). While GPT-4 and LLaMA
are from the same model family, GPT-4 has many more parameters than LLaMA. (Fourth Column) For
the human measure, instructions are presented to human participants (similar to the prompt used in the
prompt-based measure) (a) before they listen to an audio clip (b) and provide predictability estimates on
a Likert scale (c) from 0 (Low Relevance) to 100 (High Relevance). Multimodal Methods: (First column)
For the first direct probability measure, both the incoming dialogue (input) and all labels in the movie (d)
are encoded by CLIP’s text encoder. The visual information (frame-by-frame) is encoded by the visual
transformer backbone (we used both the ‘ViT-32’ and the ‘RN50’ versions of the model) (e). Predictability
is derived as the softmaxed similarity scores (over all labels in the movie) between the upcoming label and
the resulting multimodal encodings (f). (Second column) For the second direct probability measure, visual
input was fed frame-by-frame to the adapter layer. Textual input was fed to the LLaMA model directly
(d). Both text and visual information were then processed by the model (e). Predictability scores were
derived as the softmaxed next-word logits for all labels in the movie’s dialogue (f). (Third column) For
the prompt-based measure, the visual input was fed as a GIF to the GPT-4 API, together with a prompt
(d). This input was processed by the model with the temperature parameter set to zero (e). Predictability
was the direct, deterministic outcome following the prompt (f). (Fourth column) For the human measure,
human participants received instructions similar to the prompt fed to GPT-4 in the prompt-based measure
(d). Humans then watched the 6 s video clip (e) while their eye movements were tracked through their
webcam. Participants indicated relevance on a Likert scale from 0 (Low Relevance) to 100 (High Relevance)
(f).



Hypothesis 1: Multimodality Drives More Human-Aligned Predictions
Our first hypothesis was that multimodality enhances alignment with human language predictions.
To test this, we compared the performance of several unimodal models against their multimodal
counterparts. First, we leveraged the text-only as well as the multimodal versions of CLIP.55 With
an estimated 250 million parameters, CLIP is a relatively small, but highly capable multimodal,
contrastive image-language matching model. Using the text-only as well as the multimodal versions
allows us to directly compare the impact of adding multimodality to the embedding space. For
CLIP, which is not designed for next-word prediction, we determined predictability by computing
probability scores. We applied the softmax function to the model’s similarity assessments between
the provided prompts and relevant labels (Figure 1a and Figure 1d) from the movie. This method
transforms the model’s output into a probability distribution over all possible next words (i.e.,
next word predictions).

In a second direct probability measure, we used the state-of-the-art model LLaMA56 with 7
billion parameters. LLaMA itself is only trained on text, however, Gao et al. 57 have created
a visual ‘adapter’ layer for the 7B version, which enables visual as well as textual input to the
original LLaMA model. As LLaMA is an open-source model, we could extract predictability
measures directly by customising the model’s forward method. We extracted predictability scores
from LLaMA by feeding LLaMA’s unimodal version textual input (Figure 1a) and computing a
softmax over the next-word logits (Figure 1c) for all labels in the movie, obtained from the model’s
forward method (Figure 1b). For the multimodal version, we fed the textual input to LLaMA
and the visual (frame-by-frame) input to the adapter layer (Figure 1d). Again, we extracted
predictability scores by computing a softmax over the next word’s logits (Figure 1f) for all labels
in the movie, obtained from the model’s forward method (Figure 1e).

This extraction of predictability estimates from the model is different to the human experiment:
rather than directly probing for next-word prediction, we asked participants to assess the relevance
of the visual-linguistic information for predicting an upcoming word. For this reason (and because
GPT-4 is a closed model) we tested hypothesis (1) in a second way with a prompt-based measure
that closely resembled the human instructions. For the unimodal version, we fed the model a
prompt asking it to estimate the predictability of a given upcoming word, based on provided textual
information (Figure 1a). After processing this prompt (Figure 1b) with the temperature set to 0
(to produce deterministic outcomes), GPT-4’s output was a predictability estimate (Figure 1c.).
For the multimodal version, we fed the same prompt to the model, providing text-based linguistic
information in the prompt and the visual content in a Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) (Figure
1d). After processing this information with the temperature set to 0, the output was, again, a
deterministic predictability estimate for the upcoming word (Figure 1f).

Our findings indicate that alignment with human predictability estimates significantly increased
for the multimodal versions of CLIP, LLaMA and GPT-4 compared to their unimodal counterparts
(Figure 2). The scatter plots in Figure 2 show the predictability estimates of each model against
human scores (each data point represents one of the stimulus clips). Even for a strong model like
GPT-4, predictability estimates are biased in the unimodal case (with clusters around 0). Overall,
the distributions look more distributed and human-like for all multimodal models compared to their
unimodal counterparts. Bar graphs in Figure 2 display the Pearson correlations between model
and human scores, which quantify the extent to which each model’s predictions align with human
predictability estimates. To be able to interpret these model-based correlations against a human
ceiling score, we correlated predictability estimates (from audio-visual stimuli) of each human
participant against the N − 1 (199) other participants and then averaged over these correlation
values for all participants (green line in Figure 3).

While unimodal LLaMA scores were not correlated with human predictability estimates based
on audio-clips (Figure 3, r = 0.03, p <0.001), multimodal LLaMA scores were positively correlated
with human predictability estimates from video-clips (including speech) (Figure 3, r = 0.1, p
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<0.001). Similarly, scores based on unimodal GPT-4 were more weakly correlated with human
predictability estimates from textual information (Figure 3, r = 0.16, p <0.001) compared to
multimodal GPT-4 scores correlated with human predictability estimates from video-clips (Figure
3, r = 0.28, p <0.001). This latter correlation is approaching the human ceiling (Figure 3, r = 0.41,
p <0.001), see Figure 3 green dashed line. Finally, scores extracted from the multimodal CLIP
version were positively correlated with human predictability scores (r = 0.23, p <0.001), while
there was almost no correlation between human predictability estimates and scores extracted from
the text-only CLIP model (r = 0.05, p <0.001).

Figure 2: Results for comparing unimodal, multimodal model and human predictability scores. (a) Average
human response per audio-visual (multimodal) and audio-only (unimodal) stimuli (Y-axis) plotted against
model response (X-Axis) for unimodal and multimodal GPT-4, LLaMA, and CLIP. For all multimodal
models, the predicted model response (black regression line, only displayed for significant predictions)
aligns significantly more with human predictability estimates compared to their unimodal counterpart.
(b) Comparison between Pearson correlations of predictability scores derived from multimodal and uni-
modal models and human predictability estimates. The human ceiling is depicted as a dashed green line.
Unimodal LLaMA scores were only marginally correlated with human predictability estimates based on
audio-clips (light blue bar), multimodal LLaMA scores were positively correlated with human predictabil-
ity estimates from video-clips (including speech) (dark blue bar). Similarly, scores based on unimodal
GPT-4 were more weakly correlated with human predictability estimates from textual information (light
pink bar) compared to multimodal GPT-4 scores correlated with human predictability estimates from
video-clips (dark pink bar). Finally, scores extracted from the text-only CLIP model (light orange were
marginally correlated with human predictability, while there was a high positive correlation between human
predictability scores and the multimodal CLIP model (dark orange). Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals. Stars indicate significance.

Hypothesis 2: Transformer Attention Drives Human-Like Predictions
Our second hypothesis was that attention drives alignment between computational models and
human natural language predictions. We tested this hypothesis with the multimodal predictability
scores derived from the model CLIP.55 We used CLIP, because it exists in two versions: with
a visual transformer51 backbone (ViT-32) and with a visual convolutional58 backbone (RN50).
While the ViT-32 version of CLIP includes a visual attention mechanism, the RN50 version does
not. Directly comparing how well either version aligns with human predictability estimates (as
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indicated in Figure 1, Multimodal Methods) allows us to establish a role for attention while keeping
the training diet and the model’s intrinsic dynamics constant.

Results from comparing the multimodal CLIP models with and without attention to human
predictability estimates indicate no significant difference between the models overall (CLIP-ViT32:
r = 0.23, p <0.001; CLIP-RN50: r = 0.25, p <0.001). The scatter plots in Figure 2 (a) display each
model’s predictions against human predictability estimates extracted from audio-video stimuli. Of
particular interest, however, was the alignment between the model and humans at the top 25% of
model scores. In these video clips, the model presumably deemed the visual cues highly relevant
for predicting upcoming semantic content. This is displayed in Figure 3 as the dashed box with
grey background. The zoomed-in scatterplots show alignment for just the top quartile. Pearson
correlations for this top quartile indicated an increase correlation for the visual transformer version
(ViT-32) of CLIP (r = 0.46, p <0.001) compared to a decrease for the convolutional net version
(RN50) of CLIP (r = 0.19, p <0.001), see the bar plot in Figure 4. The ViT-32 CLIP correlation
was approaching the top quartile human ceiling (Figure 4, r = 0.61, p <0.001) which was calculated
by correlating each participant’s top quartile scores against predictability from the N − 1 (199)
other participants and then averaging across these scores.

Figure 3: Results for comparing predictability scores in the top quartile of model predictability for CLIP
with (ViT-32) and without (RN50) attention. (a) Average human response per video (Y-axis) plotted
against model response (X-axis) for the CLIP model with and without attention. Top quartile of model
scores is surrounded by a dashed grey box. A zoomed-in scatterplot displays human-model prediction
alignment only for this top quartile (on the right). Regression lines are only displayed for significant
predictions. Stars indicate strength of significance. (b) Bar plot comparing correlations of predictability
scores for the respective top quartiles dervied from multimodal and unimodal versions of both LLaMA
and GPT-4 with human predictability estimates. The human ceiling is displayed as a green dashed line.
LLaMA scores were the lowest (dark blue), followed by GPT-4 (dark pink), and CLIP-RN50 (yellow). The
highest score by far was obtained from the CLIP-ViT32 version with a visual attention mechanism (dark
orange). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Hypothesis 3: Model Attention Patches and Human Eye Tracking Over-
lap
Given that looks to available referents have been argued to support language processing,40 we also
wanted to understand when and how human visual attention indexed by eyegaze overlaps with
the model’s visual attention. To this end, we tested our final hypothesis by directly comparing
attention weights from the model’s visual attention layers to human eye tracking data collected
during the online task. Although we collected output from all layers, the late-intermediate layers
of transformer models are thought to synthesize the earlier layers’ processing into a comprehensive
output.59;60 For example, previous studies suggest that the best semantic features for predicting
brain responses to natural language can be extracted from late-intermediate layers (especially
layers 9 and 10 in models like GPT-2, which usually have around 12 layers).61;62;63;64;65 Therefore
we expected attention weights from these layers to correlate most significantly with human eye
tracking.

To compare CLIP’s visual attention matrices to human attention data from eye tracking, we
analyzed the attention matrices for each of the frames from the video clips used in our experiment.
These matrices represent pixel importance in predictability scores for the model and the fixation
duration for humans. We averaged these matrices over 400ms segments, considering the natural
latency in saccades (250–400ms),66;67 the relevance of this time frame for predictive language pro-
cessing studies using EEG,68;69 and the average word length in English being around 400ms.70
Unlike the widespread distribution of visual transformer attention, human attention tends to be
more focused. We therefore adapted our analysis by thresholding the model’s attention and apply-
ing Gaussian smoothing to both sets of data, choosing parameters to highlight differences between
actual human attention and a random distribution. We then created probability distributions from
these heatmaps and quantified alignment using Spearman correlation. A human ceiling correlation
value for each of the 15 heatmaps per video clip was determined by correlating each participant’s
probability distribution with the N − 1 (199) other probability distributions for this heatmap and
taking the average of these correlations for each of the 15 segments per video clip. We find that
averaging across all video clips, model attention approaches 40% of the human ceiling - see Figure
4(a).

There are several potential reasons for this correlation not being higher across all videos. For
one, model and human attention are computed under different circumstances. Because humans
know the word ahead of time, they are more likely to attend to relevant visual information (e.g.
focusing on the referent when it is present). CLIP on the other hand encodes both modalities (image
and text) separately, so visual attention is computed taking language into account only to the extent
that the visual encoder is biased towards language by the contrastive training task of matching
images and captions. Therefore, the fact that we do find overlap is already surprising and we do not
expect a close to perfect overlap. Another reason could be that, while human-model correlations
were sometimes negative, human-human correlations were not. We hypothesised that this was
because in those video clips in which visual information was irrelevant for prediction, human and
model attention were biased towards different areas. To test this hypothesis, we focused on those
segments in which correlations between model and human probability distributions were negative.
We found that in these cases, the model focused more on peripheral areas, while humans tended
to centre their attention towards the middle of the screen. Complementary to this analysis, we
also found that human-model correlation came closer to the human ceiling in layers 9 and 10 when
considering only the video clips in the top quartile of model or human predictability judgements,
see Figure 4 (a). Finally, when eye tracking was highly correlated within human participants, the
model’s attention reached up to 90% of the human ceiling (in layer 10). These results suggest that
human and model attention patterns align when salient visual cues are present.

Eyetracking alignment in video clips based on human-model predictability correlations did
not approach the human ceiling closer than 70% in any layer (see figure 4a), even in video clips
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where the word was highly predictable. One reason could be the high variance in correlation
values between segments within some video clips (this was 0.13 on average across segments). For
example, in the video clip for the word ‘sunglasses’ (see Figure 4b), the correlations from layer 9
were positive in segments 1-5 when the referent was present (peaking at r = 0.22 in segment 4), but
dropped into negative correlation values (as low as -0.27) when no sunglasses were visually present
anymore. The average correlation for this video clip was therefore around 0, even though some
segments were highly correlated. Indeed, even though the average correlation between human- and
model attention patterns was low, this video clip received a high average predictability judgement
from human participants (P = 0.83). We therefore conducted a further, more fine-grained analysis
focusing only on those video clips in the top quartile of model and human predictability judgements.

In a follow-up experiment, 100 participants were shown each of the 15 segments for each video
clip (resulting in 375 screenshots overall) and given instructions to indicate whether or not the
label was present in the segment. We ran a linear regression model on these responses, including
the participant’s binary response for each segment as a categorical variable to test if the presence
of the referent could predict the correlation value between human eye tracking data and model
attention patterns. Our results show that there was a significant (p <0.001) linear relationship
between the Spearman correlation and the absence/presence of the referent. Namely, when the
referent was absent, correlation values were on average 0.23 points lower than when the referent
was present (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4: Alignment between human gaze and model attention. (a) Layerwise percentage of alignment
(model-human correlation divided by human-human correlation). Average alignment for all segments per
layer is displayed as a blue line (with blue dots). Average alignment per layer for all segments in video-
clips that are in the top quartile of human predictability estimates are displayed as orange line with orange
crosses. Average alignment per layer for all segments in video-clips that are in the top quartile of model
predictability estimates are displayed as green line with green squares. Average alignment per layer for all
segments in video-clips that are in the top quartile of within human eye tracking alignment are displayed
as a red line with red crosses. Overall, average overlap for all videos and overlaps based on predictability
estimates follow similar trends. Layer three reaches between 40 and 50% of the human ceiling. Attention
patches from layers nine and ten are most correlated with human eye tracking, reaching 70% of the human
ceiling in those videos where human predictability or model predictability were high. However, when
human attention matrices are highly correlated, model attention patches are also highly correlated with
human eye tracking, reaching 80 and almost 90% of the human ceiling in layers 9 and 10 respectively. (b)
Analysis of whether presence/absence of referent influenced correlation scores for layer 9. Using human
ratings collected from 100 participants (red dots), absence or presence of the referent significantly predicted
correlation value in a linear regression model (with random intercept for participant ID). In particular,
the correlation between human eye tracking and model attention patterns was, on average, 0.2339 greater
when the referent was present. (c) One example of evolving alignment in layer 9 between model attention
patterns (red) and human eye tracking (green) over one video clip, separated into 15 segments. When
salient visual information was present (segments 2, 3, and 4), correlation was positive. However, when the
referent was not present, correlation dipped into negative values (e.g. segment 5, r = -0.16).



Discussion
We investigated the integration of visual-linguistic information during predictive language pro-
cessing in state-of-the-art, multimodal computational models and compared these processes to
behavioural data from humans. We found that including multimodality and visual attention as
architectural features significantly increased correlation with human predictability scores. Further-
more, we found significant overlap between the model’s attention patches and human eye tracking
during the presence of salient visual cues (important for predicting upcoming words). We propose
that the ability of multimodal models to conjoin visual and linguistic information can mitigate the
inherent ambiguity of naturalistic language input and thereby facilitate more human-like semantic
predictions.16 Below we discuss differences between models, the role of attention, and the potential
of adding more modalities to the model’s embedding space.

Differences Between Models
As for comparisons between models, LLaMA scores remained relatively low, even for the multi-
modal version (r = 0.13), while the prompt-based GPT-4 measure approached 75% of the human
ceiling. Of course, one reason for this difference could be the fact that GPT-4 is estimated to have
200 times the number of parameter size of LLaMA 7B. However, the CLIP model (with only 250
million parameters) was also more aligned with human scores in both its ViT-32 (r = 0.23) and
RN50 versions (r = 0.25). Therefore, size of the model alone cannot account for these differences.
Instead, one decisive advantage of the prompt-based measure could be that it works on a more
dynamic, GIF-based input, and not a singular frame-by-frame basis. Humans may be sensitive to
dynamic information evolving across frames that LLaMA does not have access to; similar diver-
gence between static and dynamic stimuli has been found in face recognition networks.71 However,
it is not clear how GPT-4 exactly processes GIF- or image-based input. Being likely trained on
text and being based on the GPT architecture, it is unlikely that GPT-4 can meaningfully make
use of temporal dynamics in the same way as, e.g. vision models that use temporal convolutions to
learn dynamic features across frames.72 A reason for CLIP’s high performance despite its modest
parameter count, could be that in the case of LLaMA, multimodal knowledge is injected post-
training through the adapter layer. It is a remarkable feat of LLaMA, which is trained on text
only, that it can process visual information in this way. Yet, CLIP’s training process includes a
much larger dataset of combined image and text from scratch, creating an entangled embedding
space of both visual and text-based information, which may be better able to capture abstract
correlation structures between image and text.73

The Role of Attention
While multimodality increased alignment across the board, visual attention was only relevant in
cases where salient visual cues were present. For this top quartile of model predictability estimates,
the correlation between CLIP and human predictability estimates doubled (from r = 0.23 to r =
0.46), whereas the CNN version of CLIP did worse than before (r = 0.19 rather than r = 0.28).
One reason for this could be that compared to CNNs, where inductive biases like locality, two-
dimensional neighborhood structures, and translational equivariance are inherent in the model’s
architecture,74 ViT has barely any image-specific predispositions. In ViT, processing is global,
with self-attention layers engaging the entire image rather than focusing on local or neighborhood-
specific features. Being free from the constraints of fixed structural biases and grounded in a more
flexible, globally oriented perspective, such an architecture may offer a more congruent alignment
with human integration processes of multimodal information in naturalistic, dynamic contexts such
as videos.
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We found a similar jump in correlation for the human ceiling correlation, which increased from
r = 0.41 to r = 0.61 for the top quartile. This jump can be explained by research testing eye
tracking during language processing in naturalistic conditions, which suggests that eye tracking
indexes predictive processing most reliably when the referents are situated in a joint attention
space.75 When the referent is not present, humans make more diverse judgments about what they
consider relevant visual-linguistic integration for predicting the upcoming word.76 Therefore, there
is also more variance in their predictability scores, leading to weaker correlations within human
judgments. Similarly, CLIP attention patterns are more evenly spread out when no salient visual
cues are present, leading to more variance in predictability estimates and weaker human-model
alignment.

Indeed, we found significant and quantifiable overlap between the model’s attention patches
and human eye tracking. This finding is surprising, as despite its nomenclature, the ‘attention’
mechanism in transformers is not a replica of human attention. Rather, it is a purely mathemat-
ical method for assigning weights to different parts of the input based on perceived relevance.44
Furthermore, CLIP encodes images and text separately. Therefore, the model’s visual attention
patterns are only influenced by language to the extent that the visual encoder (because of the
contrastive image-language matching task the model is trained on) is biased towards aspects of the
image that are relevant for matching language embeddings. In contrast, human attention guides
human perception online77;78 and human attention is influenced by a wider range of contextual
factors, including past experiences,79 current goals,80 or emotional states,81 and operates over
different timescales82 and modalities.47 Future models could be more aligned with human pro-
cessing if the visual attention mechanism received online input from linguistic information. This
could help the model to exploit predictive associations between visual and linguistic information
more effectively. Indeed, the beneficial effect for learning predictive relations between events online
through attention has been reported in humans (see for example Custers and Aarts 83). Finally,
transformer self-attention is not particularly plausible from a biological point of view compared
to a classical recurrent architecture, as the brain also relies on recurrence for language process-
ing (rather than encoding many words in parallel).49 Future work should compare human eye
tracking during naturalistic language processing to both multimodal transformers and recurrent
architectures to test whether biological plausibility translates into behavioural alignment.

Another remaining open question relates to the conditions under which attention patterns
between multimodal computational models with a transformer vision back-bone and humans align.
Our results show that overlap between attention patterns becomes significant when the visual input
includes the referent of the word to be predicted (see Figure 4 (c)). In cases where visual information
is not relevant, humans tend to centralise their eye-gaze. This is a documented effect in the visual
world paradigm84 and has several reasons, including reduction of cognitive load through efficient
allocation of attentional resources.85 The model, on the other hand, tends to focus on peripheral
areas when no relevant visual information is present.

From Language Toward Embodiment
A criticism of large language models (LLMs) like GPT-4 is that they can never adequately repli-
cate human language processing because they are not embodied.86 On this view, human cognition
and language are deeply intertwined with sensory experiences and interactions with the environ-
ment.87 This grounding in the physical world is believed to be crucial for genuine acquisition
and understanding of language.88 However, by integrating various sensory modalities, such as
visual or auditory data, into the models’ training, LLMs can gain some aspects of the context
and environment-dependent understanding characteristic of human cognition. As we have shown,
adding just one modality already allows LLMs to process and generate language that is more
aligned with how humans perceive and interact with the world, leading to more nuanced and
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contextually appropriate responses.
However, it is also important to note that even with more multimodal inputs, large language

models would still lack direct, experiential interaction with the environment, which some theorists
argue is fundamental to true human-like understanding and language.89 Therefore, it has been
argued that truly human-like AI can only be achieved in a bottom-up process, starting with basic
spatial interactions in the world.90 Building on multimodal advancements in LLMs, however, the
PaLM-E model91 may exemplify the integration of the kind of data that allows for a simulated
experiential interaction with the environment. By incorporating sensor data from robotic agents
into an existing LLM, PaLM-E extends beyond traditional text and image processing, engaging
with real-world robot states and environmental interactions. This innovative approach offers a
glimpse into future AI capabilities where computational models may process a richer array of
sensory inputs, akin to human perception. PaLM-E’s state-of-the-art ability to adapt across various
robotic platforms and handle different modalities like images and robot states exemplifies the
potential of AI systems to operate in more complex, real-world scenarios, moving closer to the
nuanced way humans interact with their environment. Future research continuing on this path
may offer an alternative route to bottom-up engineering of human-like AI.

An additional aspect of adding multimodality to the embedding space is learning efficiency. In
human cognition, multimodal inputs can facilitate faster and more efficient learning or acquisition
of language and context understanding.16 This is particularly notable when contrasted with LLMs,
which require thousands of human years’ worth of data reading for effective learning. Multimodal
models may therefore not only align better with human processing but also potentially require less
data for training to achieve a similar level of processing.

Conclusion
The fact that current AI models are trained with a very simple objective (next-word prediction),
may suggest that their high performance is based on the learning of abstract co-occurrence re-
lationships between word tokens or clusters while lacking genuine understanding.92;93 Here we
provide behavioural evidence that multimodal attention models may be able to leverage contex-
tual information to predict upcoming words in a way that aligns more with humans. As mAI is
becoming ubiquitous in our daily lives, it is vital to understand how these models process input
and what architectural features support alignment with human processing. These insights can
inform responsible development of potentially grounded AI systems and make them more use-
ful, understandable, and reliable - important aspects for real-world applicability (see for example
Tankelevitch 94). Based on our findings, we suggest continuing the push towards including more
modalities and sensorimotor, experience-based data into the training sets of large language models
to achieve richer, and more human-like conceptual understanding in AI systems. A wider variety of
mAI could also enable the modeling of human behavior in ecologically valid experimental settings.
Understanding how AI systems align with human cognitive processes in naturalistic, dynamic, and
multimodal environments not only advances AI technology but furthers our understanding of the
mechanisms underlying human cognition.95

Methods

Online behavioural study
Participants

For the main study, 200 participants were recruited via Prolific96(https://www.prolific.co) and for
the follow up study another 100 participants were recruited under the exact same conditions. To be
included in the study, participants had to be aged 18-50 (inclusive) and fluent in English (having
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spoken English regularly for at least the past 5-10 years). Inclusion criteria included giving consent
to have their camera on as well as having their eyes tracked for the duration of the experiment.
We also excluded any participants from participating who had previously seen either of our two
movies. All participants finished the study and produced usable data, none had to be excluded
post data collection. The final participants for the main study (n=200) were 43% females (n = 86)
with mean age of 33.88 years (range = 23-48 yrs, SD = 13.74 yrs). Countries of origin were the
UK (n = 123) and the US (n = 77). The final participants for the follow up study (n=100) were
46% female (n = 46) with mean age of 29.8 (range = 21 - 42 yrs, SD = 11.37). Countries of origin
were the UK (n = 67) and the US (n = 33). Participants in both studies were paid £9.50/hour.
The study was approved by the UCL Ethics Committee. Additionally, all participants provided
written informed consent before participating in the experiment.

Materials

100, 6s movie clips from the films ‘The Usual Suspects’ and ‘The Prestige’ were chosen respec-
tively. All words in these movies were previously annotated using automated approaches with
a machine learning based speech-to-text transcription tool from Amazon Web Services (AWS;
https://aws.amazon.com/transcribe/) and later corrected by human annotators. This alignment
between text and speech meant that the model and humans really received the same dialogue-based
information.

To choose the words to be predicted by human participants in our study and later by the model,
all function words (as defined in this list: https://semanticsimilarity.wordpress.com/function-word-
lists/) from the movies were excluded and the 6s scenes leading up to but excluding each word
were extracted – this amounted to a few thousand words per movie on average. A length of 6s
was chosen, as this constituted a good balance between containing enough information while not
being too confusing. Furthermore, this meant that it was possible to conduct a large number of
trials without causing too much fatigue in participants. For our final study, only 50 scenes were
included from each movie, leading to 100 clips, totalling 600s (10mins) of video material for each
participant. This meant that a further subset of words had to be chosen. As the goal was to
probe visual-linguistic integration, a final set of 100 video clips was pre-selected in such a way as to
ensure the generation of a stimulus set containing both videoclips in which the visual information
was highly relevant for processing and videoclips in which it was not. To this end, each frame was
captioned in each video scene with the CLIP model and the text-based transformer BERT97 was
used to calculate the semantic similarity between these captions and the word of interest. The
maximum similarity score derived from this comparison was used for each scene as a measure of
how relevant the preceding scene was for the upcoming word. Then, from each movie, 25 scenes
were chosen from the low end of the distribution of these scores and 25 scenes from the high end of
the distribution of these scores - resulting in 100 movie scenes in total, 50 from each movie. These
were validated against the later collected human scores, showing that around 75% of categorizations
into ‘high’ or ‘low’ relevance matched with human judgements. The final set of stimuli and the
code for determining them, can be found at https://github.com/ViktorKewenig upon publication.

After the main experiment was conducted, 15 frames were extracted from each of the 25 video
clips that received the highest predictability ratings by human participants for our follow up study.

Procedure

Both the main study and the follow up study were made with the Gorilla task builder,98 and
the structure of both studies was as follows: after recruitment through Prolific, participants were
directed to the study website. Participants were briefed on the aims of the study and asked
for consent. Following the collection of demographic information, participants were instructed to
complete the experiment in an environment with minimal distractions and with their phones turned
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off, wearing headphones. For the main study, before starting the experimental task, participants
were run through the native eye tracking calibration for web cameras on Gorilla. The eye tracking
software was calibrated three times in total – before the practice trials, after the practice trials, and
during the halfway break – to ensure more reliable measurement even with a shift of head position
during the task. Both experimental tasks consisted of 3 practice trials and 100 experimental trials.

During the main study, in each trial, participants were first shown the word of interest cor-
responding to the upcoming scene and asked to pay careful attention to the upcoming video clip
and think about how relevant that clip would be for predicting the word. After pressing a key to
continue, participants were then shown the 6s movie scene. The video was shown in a window at
the centre of the screen at a resolution of 720x1280 pixels (25 frames per second). Participants
then used a 100-point slider (‘Low Relevance to ‘High Relevance) to indicate how relevant the
video clip was to the previously presented target word. This was repeated for all 100 trial scenes
and took participants an average of around 30 minutes to complete. A self-paced resting break was
provided halfway through the trials. After completing the experimental trials, participants were
debriefed and paid for their time.

The goal of the follow up study was to understand whether human participants judged a given
referent as present or not present in each of the 15 segments per video clip. For this purpose,
participants were first shown the word of interest corresponding to the upcoming segment and
asked to pay careful attention to the upcoming image and think about whether they could see
the word in the image or not. The image was shown in a window at the centre of the screen at
a resolution of 720x1280 pixels. Participants then had to select a check-box, indicating that the
referent was present or not, before proceeding with the experiment. This was repeated for the 375
segments of the video clips which received the top quartile of human predictability judgements. A
self-paced resting break was provided halfway through the trials. After completing the experimental
trials, participants were debriefed and paid for their time.

Human Measurements

Estimates of Predictability

Human estimates of the target word’s predictability were collected using an interactive slider.
This measure of likelihood is intended to reflect the participant’s intuitive understanding of the
relationship between antecedent linguistic context, the visual cues in a scene and the subsequent
semantic content. As we expected these intuitive judgements to vary between participants, outliers
(any rating above or below 2 standard deviations) were not excluded from the analysis. A human
ceiling score was calculated by correlating predictability estimates from each human participant
against the N − 1 (199) other participants and then averaging over these correlation values for all
participants. This ceiling score allowed us to compare model scores against a baseline and they
also functioned as an estimate of the reliability of individual humans.

Eye Gaze

The gathering of human eye tracking data was done via the Gorilla eye tracking tool (version 2.0).
This tool exploited the webcams of each participant to capture eye movements. The collected
data, sampled at a rate of 60 Hz, was individually stored in an Excel file for each video-clip
and each participant. Eye-tracking data were analyzed using a custom Python script that made
ample use of the packages ‘NumPy’99, ‘SciPy’100, and ‘Pandas’101. The script first read and
compiled the X and Y gaze coordinates from each participant’s eye tracking data files, discarding
any data from calibration tasks. Then, two-dimensional attention heatmaps were generated based
on gaze coordinates for each participant and their corresponding stimulus. 3% of all heatmaps
contained only zeros and were excluded from further analysis. These raw heatmaps were averaged
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for each segment (every 400ms) for each stimulus and participant and then saved as NumPy files for
subsequent analysis. The averaged heatmaps serve as a representation of the aggregate attention
directed by participants towards specific visual features in each segment.

Estimates of Reference Presence/Absence

Human estimates of whether a referent was present or not (in each segment) were collected using
two check-boxes (one for ‘no’, one for ‘yes’). This measure was intended to reflect the participant’s
more fine-grained understanding of the relevance of visual cues in each video clip. We did not
expect these judgements to vary greatly between participants, and indeed the agreement rate
between participants was 80% or above.

Model Measurements

LLaMA Predictability

LLaMA’s unimodal version encodes and processes the textual input. A softmax over the next-word
logits was computed for all labels in the movie. Logits are essentially the raw predictions that the
model generates for the upcoming word, before they are converted into a more interpretable form,
such as probabilities, through the softmax function. These logits were obtained by slightly altering
the model’s ‘forward’ method and indexing into the final word logits. For the multimodal version,
the textual input was processed by the frozen LLaMA model, whereas the visual (frame-by-frame)
information was sent to the adapter layer. LLaMA adapter uses a CLIP-based encoding for the
visual information and then projects this encoding into an embedding space that can be processed
by LLaMA. Again, predictability scores were extracted by computing a softmax over the next-
word’s logits for all labels in the movie, obtained from the model’s ‘forward’ method.

GPT-4 Predictability

To obtain unimodal GPT-4 predictability scores, OpenAI’s closed API was used. The human
instructions were used as prompt-based input to the API, together with the textual input. Tem-
perature was set to 0, so as to obtain a deterministic outcome. In order to obtain multimodal
predictability scores, the API was also used, except this time with the “GPT-4-V” (the visual)
version of GPT-4. This allowed the uploading of the video scene as a as a ‘Graphics interchange
format’ (GIF) (which is a more dynamic representation of the video information compared to sin-
gular, frame-by-frame screenshots), together with the human instructions and the textual input
(which human participants would listen to as the dialogue). Again, the temperature was set to 0
in order to obtain a deterministic outcome.

CLIP Predictability

The calculation of CLIP predictability scores for target words was carried out through a com-
bination of image and text feature comparison with a custom Python script making use of the
packages ‘PyTorch’102 and the Hugging Face ‘transformer’ library.48 For the unimodal version, the
textual input was tokenized and processed by the text-only version of CLIP. For the multimodal
version, each frame of each movie clip was individually preprocessed by the standard, pre-trained
CLIP preprocessor, transforming the visual data into a digestible form for the CLIP model’s image
encoder. This encoder generates a corresponding image feature vector, which provides a compact
representation of the visual content in a form that can be easily compared with textual informa-
tion. We pair each image feature vector with an array of text feature vectors. These text features
vectors are derived from both the dialogue of each scene, represented as text prompts, and the
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collective word set present in the movie. The CLIP model tokenizes and encodes these text in-
puts, converting them into a format that mirrors the structure of the image feature vectors. For
the purpose of our study we used both the the ‘clip-vit-base-patch32’ version and the ‘clip-RN50’
versions of the model.103

The calculation of the ‘predictability score’ was carried out by comparing these two feature sets,
visual and linguistic (or linguistic and linguistic in the unimodal comparison). For the unimodal
version, the dot product of the feature input of the textual input, and all labels in the movie
was computed. Similarly, by computing the dot product of the image feature vector and each text
feature vector in the multimodal version, a raw similarity measure was derived. This raw similarity
measure was then passed through a softmax function, refining it into a more interpretable similarity
score. This score quantified the likelihood of the upcoming word, given all words in the movie,
by matching each word to the visual content of each associated frame (or textual input for the
multimodal version).

Differences in Predictability Estimates

There are some commonalities and differences between our different model-based predictability
measures and how we extracted predictability scores from humans, however. A noteworthy dif-
ference between LLaMA and human predictability estimates is that rather than directly probing
for next-word prediction, participants were asked to assess the relevance of the visual-linguistic
information for predicting an upcoming word. This process is slightly different to LLaMA’s com-
putations, which determined the likelihood of the next word directly based on textual or multimodal
input.

The reason we chose this different task for the human experiment is that predicting the next
word from a six-second movie scene is inherently difficult and might not have yielded usable results
with human participants. To alleviate concerns connected to these differences, we used the human
instructions for our prompt-based measure with GPT-4 (though prompt-based measures may not
be an adequate substitute for direct probability measurements -see Hu and Levy 104).

The CLIP model on the other hand generated a quantitative estimate of the likelihood of each
word by comparing the feature vectors of the visual content in a frame with feature vectors of
the associated linguistic context. The predictability measures extracted from CLIP and human
participants therefore rely on a similar foundational principle: considering the similarities within
the presented visual-linguistic information and understanding how these similarities influence the
likelihood of the upcoming target word. This integration is an inherent part of human language
comprehension, combining visual stimuli with linguistic expectations based on past experiences
and world knowledge.

CLIP Attention Maps

To explore the qualitative role of attention in the alignment between CLIP and humans, we com-
pared the matrices derived from CLIP’s visual attention mechanism to the human attention ma-
trices obtained from eye tracking data, examining each frame of every video clip. The CLIP model
uses 12 transformer layers, each with 16 attention heads, yielding a total of 192 individual atten-
tion maps for each input. For our analysis, the attention weights of all layers were utilised. All
attention maps were reshaped to match the resolution of the human eye tracking heatmaps (the
1280 x 720 pixelrate of both movies). The CLIP model operates on the principle of dividing the
input image into a grid of patches. Each patch represents a segmented portion of the image, with
the model’s attention heads focusing on these discrete units rather than individual pixels. This
patch-based approach allows the model to efficiently process and interpret the visual information
by focusing on salient image segments. CLIP does not analyse the full-sized image at the origi-
nal pixel resolution of 1280x720. Instead, the model downsamples the image to 224 x 224 pixels,
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which are then divided into the aforementioned patches. A two-dimensional ‘attention heatmap’
was then generated for each attention head by reshaping the patch-scale attention weights back
into a square matrix of the original image size (1280x720). Each cell in this matrix represented a
region of the input, and its value indicates the amount of attention the model paid to that region.
The attention heatmaps were then averaged across all attention heads to create a single attention
heatmap for each movie clip, similar to the averaged heatmaps generated from the human data.

Attention Matrices, Thresholding and Averaging. In these 2-D matrices, each entry
denotes the significance of a specific pixel in the visual input when generating a predictability score
on the model side, and the duration a participant spent observing that specific pixel on the human
side. To facilitate our analysis, we averaged attention matrices from CLIP and human participants
across every ten frames, yielding 15 averaged attention matrices per video for each participant and
the CLIP model. Another reason for choosing to average the 6s video-clip into 15 segments (400ms
each) is a fundamental difference between human and model processing. Humans do not instantly
react to a stimulus; rather previous research on the visual world paradigm has estimated the
saccade response to take between 100–250ms depending on the richness of the stimulus.105;106 As
human gaze will therefore be lagged around that time for reaction to a new object or scene (while
the model’s attention patterns are near instantaneous), an average over 400ms was considered
enough to smooth out that difference. Furthermore, 400ms is a relevant time-window for studies
on predictive language processing, as the N400 EEG signal related to surprisal (or prediction error)
can be measured 400ms after word-onset.69

Another difference between attention in humans and visual transformers, is that visual trans-
former attention is widely distributed across the visual input, while human attention is relatively
sparse (eye tracking data yields a single predicted pixel every 10ms). For this reason, we thresh-
olded the model attention at a conservative 15th percentile of top values, and applied Gaussian
smoothing to both model and human heatmaps. The sigma value in the Gaussian smoothing
process determines the extent of smoothing and was chosen as that which maximises the differ-
ence between the human attention distribution and a null distribution. The null distribution was
generated by randomly redistributing the attention values across human heatmaps. We chose the
sigma value in this way so as not to bias later comparisons between human and model attention
patterns.

Calculating Eyetracking-Attention Alignment. A probability distribution over the aver-
aged and smoothed heatmaps was calculated by dividing each value in each heatmap by the total
sum of values. Alignment between human eye tracking and model attention was quantified as the
Spearman correlation between these probability distributions (15 for each of the 100 video clips).
Since the Spearman correlation is based on ranks rather than actual values, it is less sensitive to
outliers compared to the Pearson correlation. This is particularly useful for attention heatmaps,
where there may be regions with exceptionally high or low attention that could skew the results of
parametric correlations. A human ceiling correlation value for each of the 15 heatmaps per video
clip was determined by correlating each participant’s probability distribution with the N −1 (199)
other probability distributions for this heatmap and taking the average of these correlations for
each of the 15 segments per video clip.

Focus of Attention when Visual Cues Were Irrelevant. To understand whether humans
and the model focussed on different areas in the input when visual information was not relevant, we
only considered those video clips in which the model-human correlations were negative. We defined
a rectangle (640 x 360, half of all pixels) around the central pixel of the probabiltiy distributions
of these segments as the central region and categorised the rest of the pixels as periphery. Next,
we took the difference between the central and periphery areas for all probability distributions.
A positive difference indicated that attention was centrally biased, whereas a negative difference
indicated that attention was biased towards the periphery of the probability distribution. A t-test
between all difference values on the model side and all difference values on the human side indeed
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suggested that the model tended to focus on periphery areas of the visual input, whereas humans
tended to focus on central areas (t = -12.7, p <0.001).

Analyses
Comparison Between Unimodal Predictability, Multimodal Predictability, CLIP Pre-
dictability, and Human Predictability

Human and model predictability scores were compared with simple Pearson correlation using the
SciPy100 package. The human ceiling correlation was determined by correlating predictability
estimates of each human participant with the N − 1 (199) other participants against each other
and averaging Pearson correlations.

Comparison Between CLIP Attention Weights and Human Eye Tracking

Human- and model attention matrices were 1280x720 pixels, where each vaue at each pixel rep-
resents how much attention was paid to this pixel during each 400ms segment. Overlap between
CLIP and human eye tracking data was calculated by comparing the probability distributions over
both model- and human heatmaps for each segment (1500 segments in total). Probability distribu-
tions were calculated by dividing each value in the heatmaps through the sum of all values. Each
participants’ probability distribution for each segment was correlated with the model’s correspond-
ing probability distribution using spearman rank correlation. A human ceiling was constructed by
correlating each participant’s probability against that of the N − 1 other participants and then
averaging these correlations across participants (resulting in one human-ceiling correlation value
per segment). Overall overlap was calculated by averaging all correlation values for human-model
comparisons and for the human ceiling across segments. Overlap for the top quartile was calculated
by only averaging correlation values for those segments in the top 25% of video clips that received
the highest predictability scores from the model and human participants.

Linear Regression to Further Understand the Nature of Overlap

To gain a more fine-grained understanding of when and how human- and model attention patterns
overlap, the human measurements of referent absence/presence were used in a linear regression
model to predict the correlation values between human- and model attention heatmaps. The
model to predict the correlation value between attention patterns included the human ratings of
absence (0) and presence (1) as independent categorical variables as well as a random intercept for
participant.

Data and Code Availability
All the data used in this study will be publicly available upon publication under: CLIPPredict.
All code for data processing and analysis will be publicly available upon publication under the
following GitHub repository: github.com/ViktorKewenig.
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